Abstract-Land surface albedo, qualifying the ratio of the radiant flux reflected from the land surface to the incident flux, is a key forcing parameter controlling the Earth's energy budget. Previously, several BRDF archetypes were distilled from highquality MODIS BRDF/Albedo products. In this study, we propose a method that largely relies on matching observed multiangular reflectances with the most appropriate of these prior BRDF archetypes to determine the amplitude and shape of the actual surface BRDFs, when directional signatures are insufficient. This method is first evaluated using an assortment of multisource BRDF data sets to demonstrate its viability for surface albedo estimates, and then is applied to airborne wide-angle infrared dual-mode line/area array scanner ( 
I. INTRODUCTION
S URFACE albedo, defined as the ratio of reflected solar radiation from a surface to the total incoming solar radiation over the entire solar spectrum [1] , is a crucial parameter affecting the land surface energy balance and the Earth's climate [1] , [2] via surface temperature, evaporation and transpiration, cloud formation, and precipitation. Numerous studies have made considerable progress in investigating surface albedo associated with a variety of natural and human influences on land surfaces, e.g., drought [3] , [4] , fire [5] , land cover and land use change [6] , surface temperature and global warming [7] , and possible carbon sequestration potential [8] - [10] . An accurate albedo data set is indispensable to the investigation of the sensitivity of climate to various types of forcing and to the identification of the effects of human activities at local-to-global scales [11] .
The fifth assessment report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) [12] expressed surface albedo change due to land use as a medium level of confidence, presenting a somewhat improved understanding, compared to the fourth assessment report of the IPCC [13] that rated the surface albedo at low-to-medium level of scientific understanding. This reveals that accurate estimation of surface albedo still remains an extreme challenge. Various efforts have been made to estimate the albedo of land surfaces. The earliest methods to estimate surface albedo over large areas from remotely sensed data tended to simply assume a Lambertian terrestrial surface [14] , e.g., early global albedo data sets derived from the advanced very high resolution radiometer (AVHRR) [15] and the earth radiation budget experiment (ERBE) radiometer [16] . However, the Earth's surface scatters radiation anisotropically, especially at the shorter wavelengths that characterize solar irradiance, and the estimations of albedo from even nadir-view measurements have been shown to be in error by as much as 45% [17] , [18] . Using airborne cloud absorption radiometer (CAR) nadir reflectance only as a surrogate for spectral-hemispherical albedos can cause albedos to be underestimated by 10%-60%, depending on solar zenith angle (SZA) [19] . Therefore, to estimate surface albedo accurately from remotely sensed measurements, the directional nature of the reflected radiation must be considered. In this sense, surface albedo relies on the bidirectional reflectance distribution function (BRDF) that describes the intrinsic anisotropic feature of natural surfaces and specifically provides land surface reflectance in terms of its spectral, directional, spatial, and temporal characteristics [20] .
To compensate for surface anisotropy, various routine moderate resolution reflectance anisotropy and albedo products with different spatial resolutions and temporal frequencies have been derived from the existing polar orbiting satellite sensors that currently record the Earth surface in an off-nadir fashion. Examples include MODIS [21] - [23] , MISR [24] - [26] , CERES (Clouds and the Earth's Radiant Energy System [27] , POLDER (Polarization and Directionality of the Earth's Reflectances) [28] - [30] , and VIIRS (Visible/Infrared Imager/Radiometer Suite) [31] . Similar products from geosynchronous satellites include Meteosat [32] - [35] and MSG (Meteosat Second Generation) [36] - [38] , through the reciprocity principle assumption. To acquire accurate surface albedo, these satellite products generally rely on bidirectional anisotropic reflectance models [24] , [39] - [42] that tend to need sufficient well distributed multiangular measurements as model inputs.
Surface albedo estimates through the use of airborne measurements can lead to an improved understanding of the relationship between vegetation parameters estimated from remotely sensed data at different spatial scales and the BRDF of complex heterogeneous environments [43] . During an intensive field-observation period, airborne measurements from multiangular, high-speed scanning radiometers may provide one of the most mobile and efficient means of acquiring the properties of anisotropically scattering surfaces [19] , [43] , [44] .
Unfortunately, most airborne or/and spaceborne sensors cannot quasi-synchronously sample the viewing hemisphere as extensively as can be obtained with field anisotropic measurements because of their limited angular sampling capability. Cloud cover and aerosol contamination worsen the availability of aircraft and spacecraft data. As a result, new challenges arise in situations where a retrieval using a full BRDF model generates erroneous results or even fails due to inadequate directional signatures caused by insufficient observations, poor angular sampling, and/or poor model fitting. Such a case occurs with the airborne wide-angle infrared dual-mode line/area array scanner (WIDAS), which accumulated multiangular measurements at a small view zenith angle (VZA < ±30
• ) range in the Watershed Allied Telemetry Experimental Research (WATER) campaign in the Heihe River Basin of China in 2008. The small VZA range of WIDAS acquisitions tends to cause a high level of correlation between angular observations, and thus results in an ill-posed inversion problem [45] . As prior BRDF shapes can significantly improve the estimation of surface albedo [45] - [47] , the identification of some BRDF shapes as prior knowledge is necessary for successful estimation of surface albedo for WIDAS.
To make use of a priori BRDF shapes, the operational MODIS BRDF/Albedo algorithm includes a magnitude inversion strategy with emphasis on the usage of prior knowledge for poor-quality back-up surface albedo estimates. Originally, this magnitude inversion strategy relied on 25 so-called BRDFbased classes that were derived by cross walking with ecological land cover types from 68 field multiangle measurements in early stage [46] , [47] . This was supplanted by a global pixel-topixel BRDF database accumulated from historical high-quality MODIS BRDF parameters in Collection V004/5 [22] , [48] . In the current Collection V006 operational MODIS BRDF/Albedo effort, the magnitude inversions have access to considerable National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) processing power, and therefore, are indulging in the luxury of using the most recent high-quality BRDF retrieval for that pixel directly [49] , [50] . But for applications which do not have access to such resources, investigation into this magnitude inversion strategy remains an interesting research field into the proper usage of prior knowledge [43] .
Previously, Jiao et al. [49] distilled a few BRDF archetypes from the routine MODIS BRDF products (MCD43A) over globally available EOS land validation core sites (LVCS). These BRDF archetypes are generalized from realistic BRDF shapes into a few BRDF-based classes and represent the basic variability of the potential dome-bowl anisotropic reflectance patterns of the terrestrial surface for ecological applications [49] . In this study, we propose a method to estimate the surface albedo through the use of prior BRDF archetypes. Based on the theoretical framework of the semi-empirical kernel-driven linear BRDF model, the proposed method assumes that all known BRDF shapes in this study belong to several BRDF archetypal classes derived from MODIS. We aim to use these MODISderived BRDF archetypes as prior knowledge to improve the land surface albedo estimates for the WIDAS in WATER [51] . We do not directly use MODIS pixel BRDFs within a land cover map for WIDAS data because of 1) the dramatic spatial resolution difference between WIDAS and MODIS (1.2 m vs. 500 m) and the inhomogeneous surface features (e.g., sowing inline maize with the scattered villages, roadside trees, other vegetation type mosaics) of the WATER site that make it operationally infeasible to determine a statistically dominant prior shape among very few "pure" MODIS pixels within each type area; and 2) the lack of contemporaneous high-quality MODIS BRDFs due to cloud and/or aerosol influence in some areas that makes it operationally infeasible to directly use MODIS pixel BRDF shape with WIDAS data. Instead, although our simulations show the observations fall within a limited view zenith angle range that do not have enough directional information content for significant full-model inversions, the small viewangle observations particularly with a high solar geometry in cross principal plane (CPP) can reflect the basic dome-bowl variation trend of the actual BRDF shapes; therefore, one of several archetypes can be properly determined to match the magnitude and shape of the actual surface BRFs.
In this study, we first use multisource field BRDF data sets with sufficient angular information to evaluate the viability of this proposed methodology, and then follow applying this algorithm to actual airborne WIDAS measurements. This method may be able to serve as a prototype for similar instrument data with poor angular variation.
II. METHODOLOGY
When the range of viewing zenith angle is small (e.g., < ± 30 • ), a high level of correlation of these observations tends to cause an ill-posed full-model inversion problem [45] . This proposed method uses MODIS-derived BRDF archetype as prior information to constrain the situation and produce a surface BRDF/Albedo value. Section II-A briefly describes the theoretical basis of MODIS BRDF/Albedo algorithm for surface albedo retrievals. Section II-B describes the MODIS BRDF archetypes. Section II-C describes how these BRDF archetypes are used to determine the amplitude and shape of the actual surface BRDFs for the inadequate directional signatures.
A. Algorithm Theoretical Basis
In general, the estimation of surface albedo in this study is based on the operational MODIS BRDF algorithm that makes use of the linear kernel-driven RossThick-LiSparse-Reciprocal (RTLSR) model [21] , [41] , [42] , which takes the following form:
where Once an appropriate estimate of the three BRDF model parameters has been retrieved, integration over all viewing angles results in the MODIS black-sky albedo (BSA (θ s , λ), i.e., directional hemispherical reflectance, DHR, R(θ s , λ)) at any given solar angle (local solar noon is provided in the operational product). A further integration over all illumination angles results in the white-sky albedo (WSA(λ), i.e., bihemispherical reflectance, BHR, R(λ) under isotropic illumination) in the routine MODIS albedo product.
The operational MODIS RTLSR algorithm relies on the kernel-driven BRDF model to fit the gridded 500-m observations. The retrieved model parameters are those that best fit the sufficient angular sampling of cloud-cleared, atmospherically corrected surface reflectances available for each location over a 16-day window [22] , [23] . This approach assumes that no significant structural changes have occurred during 16 days of data accumulation for a given location, and this approach has been shown to successfully characterize the reflectance anisotropy of a variety of terrestrial surface land covers [52] . Various validation efforts have demonstrated that the highquality MODIS albedo values derived by using this algorithm at local solar noon from Terra [48] and Terra and Aqua [50] , [53] - [55] are within a reasonable accuracy range (<5%) compared with in situ albedometer measurements at many spatially representative validation sites.
B. BRDF Archetypes
The BRDF archetypes have been derived to represent the basic variability of BRDF shapes for land surface through the use of the anisotropic flat index (AFX) that was created by normalization of net scattering magnitude (obtained from volumetric and geometric-optical scattering) with the isotropic scattering [49] . Fig. 1 qualitatively demonstrates the six BRDF archetype classes and the within-class variations identified in the red and the NIR bands over 26 EOS LVCS that represent a wide variety of vegetation types across global biomes for the year 2004. Although the results from only a single year are used in the study, similar results have also been found when using as many as 5 years (2004-2008). In Fig. 1 , the black solid curves represent the BRDF archetypes and thin solid curves around those archetypes within that BRDF class represent high-quality BRDFs associated with that archetype. All shapes have been normalized by the model isotropic parameter (f iso ) to remove the difference of spectral magnitude and highlight the variability of "pure" BRDF effect (Table I) . Notably, a few shape outliers that were probably caused by subpixel clouds and/or aerosol contaminations are not displayed here.
In Fig. 1 , these BRDF archetypes (bold solid curves) present a general change from dome to bowl BRDF shapes over a given SZA (i.e., SZA = 30
• ) that correspond with AFX values changing from less-than-unity to greater-than-unity. The corresponding AFX values in both the red and the NIR bands represent unique BRDF types. The within-class variation can be quantified by calculating the average fit-RMSEs between archetype and within-class BRDF shapes for that archetype class (Table I) . Although the wider dynamic range of AFX in the red band represents somewhat more variability in BRDF shapes, the one-on-one fitting of archetype surface between the red and NIR at same AFX level does not present a prominent difference. This indicates that these archetypes are not remarkably band-dependent (except for an extreme bowlshaped archetype in blue band most likely attributed to residual atmospheric multiple scattering). This implies that the differences at center wavelengths and band intervals between sensors (such as the case between MODIS and WIDAS in this study) probably will not contribute a major error source in used BRDF archetypes for WIDAS (except, perhaps, for the blue band). Average-fit-RMSEs ( Fig. 1 ) do not present a significant difference across all archetype classes, demonstrating that these archetype-based classes derived through the use of the AFX method are stable. This is consistent with the AFX-based classification process of the Iterative self-organizing data analysis technique algorithm (ISODATA) used to determine BRDF archetypes, which converges within a given iteration limit in terms of a set of running parameters. Need to note that the fit-RMSEs within each BRDF archetypal class ( Fig. 1 ) are calculated for the normalized shapes, so that they can be distinctly compared between the red and NIR bands.
C. Archetype-Based Algorithm
The algorithm on which we rely to estimate the airborne WIDAS albedo follows the magnitude-inversion strategy adopted by the early MODIS BRDF/Albedo product [46] but uses appropriate BRDF archetypes as input. Again, although the current operational V006 MODIS magnitude inversion method uses a back-up database updated from the latest highquality full inversion quality for each pixel, for applications which do not have access to such resources, an a priori magnitude inversion strategy remains an interesting research field for examining the proper usage of prior knowledge [43] . In this study, we require that the small view-angle remotely sensed observations are able to partly reflect the basic dome-bowl variation trend of the actual BRDFs, although these observations do not contain enough information content for a full-model inversion. We then fit the available observations iteratively with each of six BRDF archetypes to acquire their root-mean-square error (RMSE) and determine the most appropriate archetype that has the least RMSE value. Finally, the spectral albedo is estimated from this BRDF archetype.
We first remove the difference in spectral amplitude of BRDF shapes by normalizing BRDF shapes with f iso (λ) on both sides of (1) to acquire "pure" shapes and assume that each "pure" shape belongs to a certain BRDF archetype class in terms of (2)
where S base,j represents the jth BRDF archetype (j = 0, . . . , m − 1) in λ band among m BRDF archetypes. Each archetype can approximate to a series of realistic BRDF shapes by adjusting the spectral reflectance amplitude associated with that BRDF archetype as follows:
where F base,j is approximately representative of the family of realistic BRDFs, and M j (λ) represents the spectral magnitude of the actual surface BRDFs to be determined in λ band.
To determine the spectral magnitude M j (λ), we adopted a similar strategy to that of the magnitude inversion algorithm that minimizes the difference between available observations and values of each BRDF archetype S base,j in corresponding view and solar geometries. Assuming that for a given pixel, we have n (n > 2) reflectances (a random noise component in these reflectances may be introduced) denoted 
Notably, this error term includes at least two components: 1) the random error component that may be caused by several effects simultaneously impacting on different observations to various degrees [56] ; 2) the component caused by the selection of different archetypes due to the limited view-angle range available. If we assume that the former is not dependent on the angle of observation and it affects all observations in the same way [56] , and then, we can select the most appropriate BRDF archetype in terms of the least value introduced by the latter in an iterative fashion as follows.
Given
∂Mj (λ) = 0, the spectral magnitude of the actual surface BRDF is derived by
M j (λ) is then substituted into (4) to obtain e 2 j (λ) for the jth RMSE value of BRDF archetype, and then, the most appropriate BRDF archetype that has the least RMSE value is determined as the spectral shape of the actual surface BRDF for this pixel for the spectral albedo estimates through the following steps: 1) the use of the RTLSR model to determine the blacksky albedo, S base,bs (θ s , λ), and white-sky albedo S base,ws (λ), of the selected BRDF archetype; and 2) estimate these two intrinsic spectral albedos by multiplying the spectral magnitude
Because black-sky albedo and white-sky albedo are two extreme situations for perfectly direct beam and diffuse radiation, the actual albedo should be a mixture of these two variables. Therefore, the actual albedo under various atmospheric conditions is modeled as an interpolation between these two intrinsic spectral albedos that are weighted by ratios of the simultaneously measured direct-to-total downwelling radiation, α(θ s , λ) [57] , [58] 
Since field-observed albedos are commonly acquired as broad band quantities, an equivalent set of broadband albedos need to be generated for the entire spectrum of solar radiation (0.3−5.0 µm), based on empirical relations between groundbased albedo measurements and airborne observations. WIDAS narrowband-to-broadband spectral albedo coefficients can also be generated for each spectral channel by determining the downward direct and diffuse fluxes using a spectral library of 103 reflectance spectra of representative land covers during the WATER campaign in 2008 [51] 
The WIDAS upward fluxes were directly obtained from the library of Heihe reflectance spectra, while the downward fluxes were obtained by performing multiple MODTRAN 5.1 runs [59] for a broad range of snow-free conditions. As with the MODIS coefficients [60] , [61] , multiple narrowband channel combinations were tested to determine the albedo coefficients that resulted in the smallest residual standard error.
III. BRDF DATA AND PROCESSING
We describe the multiangular data sets used in this study, mainly including the collected field measurements. These multiangle data sets are mainly used with the simulation method to examine the ability of this archetype-based algorithm to surface albedo retrievals in different VZA levels and varying azimuth planes, followed by a practical application case study that aims to further apply this algorithm to surface albedo estimates for airborne measurements acquired during the WATER campaign in Heihe River Basin in the arid region of northwest China in 2008.
A. Collected Field BRDF Data
Seventy-three field measurements were collected mainly from historic ground campaigns of the First International Satellite Land Surface Climatology Project (ISLSCP) Field Experiment (FIFE) and the Boreal Ecosystem Atmosphere Study (BOREAS) [17] , [62] - [68] with various sensors. These data sets cover a wide range of land cover types including barren soil with different roughness, sparsely vegetated grass, grass-like or broadleaf crops, and forests. Among them, 27 were previously used for algorithm tests [69] , 68 were used to develop 25 BRDF types for the initial magnitude inversion algorithm [46] , [47] for the early operational MODIS BRDF/Albedo product, and 69 were used to distill four BRDF archetype shapes to reveal the basic BRDF variability of these data sets [49] . Details for every data set are not provided here, and readers are referred to the individual studies cited for more details.
To process these field measurements, we use the same inversion strategy that is adopted for the operational MODIS BRDF/Albedo products in order to retrieve the parameters of the linear models based on a least-squares method [21] . To derive the simulation data from the 73 field measurements, we mainly selected data sets that have SZA < 45
• in order to keep generally consistent with the SZA range in the MODIS observations below, and then separated the original data sets into various multiangular data sets to simulate airborne data with a single solar geometry. To consider the possible influence of observation azimuth angle, we resorted to four azimuth planes including the principal plane (PP), 30
• clockwise plane (+30P), 60
• clockwise plane (+60P), and the CPP, respectively. For each of the four azimuth planes, we considered four VZA ranges (0
• , and 0 • -60 • ). Such considerations aim to comprehensively examine the ability of this archetype methodology to retrieve surface albedos with changing viewing geometries.
B. Airborne WIDAS Data in WATER
The WATER was a multiscale land surface/hydrological experiment in a cold and arid region in the Heihe River Basin in the arid region of northwest China in 2008, with a major goal improving the observability, understanding, and predictability of hydrological and related ecological processes at a catchment scale [51] . The entire study region is located between 97
• 24 −102
• 10 E and 37
• 42 N and covers three key hydrological experiment areas, including a cold region, a forested region, and an arid region (Fig. 2) . In WATER, the 2008 field campaign was designed to cover three intense observing periods, 120 days in total, from March 7 to April 12, from May 15 to July 22, and from August 23 to September 5, 2008. The variables and parameters that were measured included: hydrological and ecological variables, atmospheric forcing variables, vegetation parameters, soil parameters, and aerodynamic parameters. These extensive field measurements were combined with airborne and spaceborne imagery for a better understanding of the hydrological and ecological processes at various scales.
The airborne mission played an important role in WATER. The WIDAS is one of five airborne remote sensing instruments with a major design objective of focusing on using prior knowledge of BRDF shapes. Onboard the Y-12 aircraft (ID: B-3820) with a ceiling altitude of 6000 m, the WIDAS was used to acquire multiangular and multispectral observations under different sky conditions through wide-angle imaging. Flights were designed to capture several major surface types across the key experiment area, including bare soils, desert steppe, alpine meadow, irrigated crops, and artificial forests (Fig. 2) . Table II summarizes the airborne WIDAS in WATER. Note that the present study just focuses on one of the intense observing areas that were dominated by irrigated corn crops due to the easier layout of portable field albedo meters instead of setting up high-flux towers. The corn crops were planted in terms of 60 × 20 cm in the spacing of lines and rows.
To acquire multiangular measurements in the visible and near infrared wavelength bands (the middle infrared and thermal infrared wavelength bands were not considered in this study), the WIDAS utilized four charge-coupled device (CCD) cameras with wide-angle imaging lens in four spectral bands of width 40 nm, centered at 550, 650, 700, and 750 nm. The specifications for the WIDAS are shown in Table III . The CCD cameras were calibrated with an integration sphere, and images in different bands were aligned with a simple warp function. Atmosphere correction was performed with measured aerosol optical thickness [70] through the use of the second simulation of satellite signals in the solar spectrum (6S) model, version 6SV1.1 [71] , [72] . Since WIDAS captures only a small view zenith range (<±30 • ), the atmosphere correction did not consider the surface BRDF effects.
We selected the study region over the ZY-YK-HZZ flight zone (Fig. 2 ) on 29 June, 7 July, and 11 July because of favorable clear-sky conditions. These were early morning flights. A complete description of these flights, including flight summaries (i.e., path, timing, and measurements, imagery and mission details), can be found on the website of Environmental and Ecological Science Data Center for West China (http://westdc.westgis.ac.cn/water/widas). Multiangular measurements were taken at a height of approximately 1500 m above ground level through wide-angle imaging, resulting in a nadir view spatial resolution of ∼1.2 m. Again, this instrument generated individual anisotropic measurements at a smaller VZA range.
IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The viability of the proposed algorithm for surface albedo estimates is first evaluated using the BRDF data sets described above, followed by being applied to surface albedo estimates for airborne WIDAS data. Finally, a set of limited in situ field measured albedos are used to validate the estimated WIDAS albedos. Fig. 3 presents scatter plots of WSA values derived from the field data for VZA < 30
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• (Fig. 3 , left panel) and VZA < 50
• (Fig. 3 , right panel) in NIR band, relative to full-model retrieved WSA values using all observations. With VZA range extending to 60
• and azimuth angle changing from CPP to PP, weight of determination (WoD) for WSA (WoD_ W SA ) decreases, indicating an improved angular sampling of these observations [56] . This proposed method is generally stable and close for all VZA levels across various azimuthal planes with a high correlation (R 2 > 0.8) and a very small positive bias (<0.01), as compared with the full-model retrievals using the entire data sets. Few high-value outliers in PP are caused by high-noise field measurements (e.g., airborne POLDER). The BSA captures a similar result with WSA, and thus, is not presented here due to space limitation.
To address the uncertainty of the selection of different archetypes due to the limited VZA range available, Fig. 4(top) presents the variability of average RMSE as a function of the 1st-, 2nd-, . . ., 6th-best BRDF archetype for the simulation data; the corresponding average absolute WSA bias, relative to "true" WSA values, is given in Fig. 4 (bottom) . Although the average RMSE is more sensitive in PP than in CPP in the red and NIR bands, the WSA bias is more sensitive in CPP than in PP. This implies that the proposed strategy may be more appropriate for CPP observations. This is most probably because PP observations capture the most prominent anisotropy, but are more vulnerable to noise components such as the shadow edge of goniometer and sensors entering into the field of view, especially in the multisource field campaign data. Notably, although the proposed method is generally useful in albedo estimates for these simulation data, the first two or three BRDF archetypes in the sequence do not appear to be very sensitive to the estimated albedos especially in PP. This reveals that six BRDF archetypes are still somewhat redundant. Actually, four BRDF archetypes are enough to characterize the BRDF variability for these multisource field campaign data according to the early paper [49] .
We also need to note that there exist significant differences at center wavelengths and band intervals between MODIS BRDF archetypes and the field measurements acquired by different sensors here (i.e., MMR, Mark III, PARABALA, airborne CAR) [73] , as well as dramatic differences at spatial resolution between MODIS data and these field measurements; however, the simulation results demonstrate that these generalized MODIS BRDF archetypes are generally viable as prior knowledge in surface albedo estimates for these data sources. This implies that these archetypes do not capture the spatial and spectral intricacies of various instruments but capture the broad structural surface anisotropy effects. Thus, this simulation study confirms that the BRDF archetypes derived from field measurements and high-quality MODIS BRDF products bear a high-level comparability at the same AFX level [49] .
In summary, this evaluation demonstrates that the use of archetypal prior knowledge captures generally appropriate albedo retrievals, especially for instrument data with small view zenith angle variation where directional signatures are insufficient for a high-quality full-model inversion. This case frequently occurs with satellite data in the intertropical convergence zone, where the cloud contamination results in few observations and only poor quality magnitude values are acquired for use. This algorithm may be particularly helpful in these regions. In addition, such an evaluation provides an improved understanding of this proposed methodology for further application to the airborne measurements with low angular variability such 
B. Application to Airborne WIDAS Data
In this section, the proposed algorithm is used for surface albedo estimates from the WIDAS. We also directly applied the narrowband-to-broadband conversion coefficients on the closest-to-nadir-view-direction surface reflectance without BRDF correction (i.e., a Lambertian assumption) as well. These results were compared with in situ field measured albedos available. Fig. 5 shows the surface albedo maps using the archetypal prior information and Lambertian assumption. The calculation of the weights of determination (WoD) for WSA mostly shows large values (WoD _WSA > 100). Again, this indicates that directional WIDAS observations are not enough for a fullmodel inversion, and some prior BRDF shapes are necessary for the successful estimation of surface albedo. Fig. 5 shows that estimated albedos with this method seems somewhat lower than the nadir-view-direction surface reflectance. Such a difference between them will be further examined and analyzed in the validation followed.
Further investigation into these results is performed by extracting three pixels that, respectively, account for an underestimated albedo value, a visually comparable albedo value and an overestimated albedo value in the study region on July 7 by a full-model inversion, as compared with the proposed method. We exhibit their angular sampling and the BRDF shapes in NIR (750 nm) in approximate CPP where both observations (black points) and model simulations (lines) are included, and in PP where only model simulations are available (Fig. 6) . Spatial distributions of these observations (Fig. 6, top) are similar for these three pixels. The fit-RMSEs of this proposed method in three cases (Fig. 6, middle) were small (<0.02). Fig. 6 demonstrates that the BRDF shapes derived by the fullmodel inversion (thin lines) for these pixels with VZA < ±30
• tend to exhibit extreme dome or bowl BRDF shapes due to lack of observations in large view zenith angle. However, this proposed method constrains the variability of BRDF shape to six BRDF archetypes, and therefore, avoid extreme shapes.
We exhibit the BRDF archetypes that were selected for the surface albedo retrievals from the airborne WIDAS for July 11 in the red band (left) and for July 7 in the NIR band (right) in Fig. 7 (not shown for all bands due to space limitation). Although a typical bowl shape and a typical dome shape are most appropriate for the red and NIR bands, accounting for >70% of the shapes, the partially enlarged maps (Fig. 7, bottom) exhibit the substantial details of the changes for selected BRDF archetypes. This indicates that the volumetric-dominated and the geometric-optical-dominated scattering types dominate this row structure of the vegetation canopy in these two bands in terms of AFX theory [49] . Obviously, such BRDF details are visually related to the row structure of the vegetation canopy. Notably, in Fig. 7 , we selected two different days (July 11 in red band and July 7 in NIR band) to particularly show the advantage in using the proposed algorithm over the full-inversion method for the insufficient BRDF samplings, i.e., for July 11 in the red band, there are some obvious calibrated errors in acquiring angular observations by WIDAS that are limited to the first BRDF archetype (green small areas along the track in the red band). Although these areas present somewhat underestimated albedo values using this proposed algorithm, the retrieved albedo values using full-inversion method without using any constraint present obviously erroneous albedo values (i.e., negative values) in these areas. This result is not displayed here due to space limitation. Fig. 8 shows the distributions of corn validation sites in Yingke Oasis. 0# is the flux tower, and 1#-5# are five sample plots of irrigated corn. A field albedometer on a tripod was in 1# sample plot on June 29 when the nadir-view picture of corn shown in bottom-right subplot was acquired. Among these five sample plots, albedometer measurements were only available from sample plots 0#, 1#, 4#, and 5# on June 29, July 7, and July 11. The height of the albedometers was approximately Fig. 6 . Angular samplings and the BRDF shapes in observed plane and in PP in NIR bands for three pixels that, respectively, account for an underestimated albedo (left), a comparable albedo (middle), and an overestimated albedo (right) derived by the full-model inversion, as compared with the proposed method (solid lines). In the top subplots, the black solid dots represent the viewing position, and the hollow triangle represents the solar position; concentric circles are 10 • intervals.
1.5-2.5 m above the corn canopy which was not completely a closed canopy at that moment. The circular footprints of the field albedometers (f ) are estimated in terms of (10)
where H (m) is the lifting height of the albedometers over the crop canopy and HFOV (degrees) is its half of field-ofview. Considering the nominal directional error (<±20 W/m 2 at 80
• with 1000 W/m 2 beam) for these albedometers (Kipp & Zonen CMP3 Pyranometer), HFOV is taken as 80
• . Therefore, the circular footprints of field albedometers are at least 17 m.
These albedometers in the study area recorded data continuously during the observing period, with average radiation measurements taken once every 5 min. We averaged 5-min radiometric data centered at the aircraft transit time into 30-min intervals. The WIDAS albedos around observation sites were processed with a 15 × 15 window to smooth the possible noises and to address the scale difference between fieldmeasured albedos and WIDAS albedos. The spatially averaged WIDAS albedos are then compared with the temporally averaged field measured albedos. According to the theory of geostatistical attributes of spatial representativeness of albedo measurements [54] , the albedometers with 80
• HFOV that captures at least 17 m circular footprints are able to represent average WIDAS observations (∼18 m at nadir view with a 15 × 15 window). Fig. 9 shows the comparison of the estimated WIDAS albedos with in situ field albedometer measurements. Dashed lines on both sides of the solid line present the widely accepted absolute accuracies of 0.02-0.05 units of surface albedo that are desired by climate and ecological models at a range of spatial scales from a few meters to hundreds of kilometers [74] - [77] . The closest-to-nadir-view surface reflectance as a surrogate for spectral-hemispherical albedo of WIDAS obviously overestimates surface albedos, most probably because nadir-view reflectance tend to decrease with SZA increasing [20] . This result merely confirms the early conclusions that Lambertian assumption tends to cause inaccurate and unstable albedo estimates to a certain extent, and therefore, surface reflectance anisotropy has to be taken into account in surface albedo retrievals for more accurate estimates. The best results arise from the use of prior BRDF archetypes as constraints. Almost all albedo values fall within 0.02 units. Need to note that the correlation between the estimated albedos using this proposed algorithm and in situ measured albedos in Fig. 9 is Fig. 7 . BRDF archetype maps determined for the surface albedo estimates from WIDAS using the proposed method. The BRDF archetype map and its partial enlargement are shown for July 11 in the red band (left) and for July 7 in the NIR band (right). To further examine the uncertainty caused by different BRDF archetypes, we present two extreme situations in which a "pure" dome BRDF archetype (the first archetype) and a "pure" bowl BRDF archetype (the sixth archetype) among six BRDF Fig. 9 . Validation results using field-measured albedos.
archetypes are specified to retrieve the surface albedos from WIDAS observations (Fig. 9 ). As expected, the "pure" dome shape underestimates surface albedos (gray asterisks), while the "pure" bowl shape overestimates surface albedos (black asterisks). The differences between them exceed 0.05 units. This validation result is consistent with the qualitative analysis for Fig. 5 in the study region. However, we realize that the airborne WIDAS has a smaller nadir-view spatial resolution than the albedometer footprints, and thus, the scale issue between the ground measurements and airborne observations may bias validation over different field regions [43] . In this study, we simply used a 15 × 15 window to address this potential scale issue in validation.
V. DISCUSSION
One of the major objectives in this study is to estimate surface albedo from small view-angle observations through the use of BRDF archetypes (based on MODIS linear kernel-driven RTLSR model retrievals) as prior knowledge. The airborne WIDAS instrument has a small range of view zenith angles that do not sample the viewing hemisphere sufficiently and are usually retrieved during a limited range of solar angle. Therefore, a full-model inversion technique based directly on the kerneldriven BRDF model tends to generate erroneous results. The proposed algorithm uses the BRDF archetypes as a form of prior knowledge to generate accurate stable albedo estimates when the directional signatures are inadequate.
As only a few in situ ground measurements are available for a limitation validation (all of them are crops) during the WIDAS WATER campaign, the viability of this proposed algorithm was first evaluated using a variety of multisource BRDF data sets collected from the field multiangular measurements. Such an evaluation has led to an improved understanding of this proposed algorithm using BRDF archetypes as prior knowledge in surface albedo retrievals.
From this result, we summarize that determination of such prior BRDF archetypes will be a useful tool for surface albedo estimates especially when directional signatures are inadequate. The present study demonstrates the potential, but more robust application and validation exercises are also required. Currently, the new WIDAS observations in Heihe Watershed Allied Telemetry Experimental Research (Hi-WATER) are being processed [78] , and the WIDAS viewing angles have been adjusted to a larger range (∼45 • ). However, without using prior knowledge as constraint, difficulties in albedo estimates for these new airborne measurements still remain in terms of our simulations using the multiangular field data sets. Therefore, this proposed archetypal BRDF prior knowledge method is being recommended as the operational algorithm for this task. A network of flux towers that cover more land cover types including cropland (Maize), grassland, alpine meadow, forest, cold desert, desert steppe [79] will be used for further validation of this algorithm. Further investigation of BRDF archetypes into other surface biophysical quantities impacted by the anisotropic reflectance characteristics of land surface such as surface structural parameters is also needed.
Notably, although the algorithm using BRDF archetypes as prior knowledge delivered the highest accuracy, some potential systematic errors may occur in the input data and within the processing chain. For example, in this study, the accuracy of spectral-to-broadband conversion was mainly examined by using 119 representative spectra taken from the collected spectral library with analytical spectral devices (ASD) [80] . These spectral measurements include vegetation and barren surfaces. Some raw spectral data sets contained obvious noise, i.e., very large reflectance values at certain wavelengths due to water vapor absorption or other factors [80] . We simply removed these extreme reflectance values from these spectral data sets. Taking these corrected reflectance spectral values as spectral albedo estimates, exact broadband albedos in the total shortwave (0.3−5.0 µm) were computed by convolving with the downwelling solar spectrum that was derived with 6S code [72] , nadir sun, a continental aerosol model, and a U.S. standard atmosphere (US62). Result shows that although vegetation and soil have rather different spectra, the average relative error for the total shortwave is within a reasonable accuracy (<10%).
In addition, we realized that there are other sources of errors in the albedo retrieval that may be important but are not addressed here, e.g., the potential calibration accuracy of the remote sensing instrument (the generated broadband albedo maps in Fig. 5 for July 7 and 11 show some seams among the adjacent individual aerial images due to the errors of radiometric calibration of CCD cameras [70] ). Another important source of error may be caused by atmospheric correction in the assumed aerosol optical depth, and the aerosol type and properties. Since WIDAS has the small VZA range, the atmospheric correction [70] did not incorporate surface BRFs, which may contribute to the errors in albedo retrievals [81] . The algorithm discussed here assumes that atmospherically corrected reflectances, and thus, any error in these reflectances will be transferred into the derived albedo with a similar magnitude for WIDAS measurements. The third source of error may be the variability in footprint size that many sensors capture, in particular, wide field-of-view sensors. The pixel spatial resolution on the edge of the swath is much coarser than in the center of the swath; therefore, for the multiangle observations that are accumulated over different orbits or flight lines, different ground resolutions need to be combined. This can lead to noisy retrievals, especially if sensing an area with high spatial heterogeneity. In addition, other issues such as the representativeness of the field albedo measurements above the canopy may also come into play [54] , [82] . Notably, there may also be some advantage in producing regionally explicit archetypal BRDFsin other words, utilizing MODIS data for the general region to compute the appropriate archetypal BRDFs, and this avenue will be explored more using the latest WIDAS observations in Hi-WATER in near future.
Despite various potential sources of errors, our simulations from the multisource angular data sets demonstrate the accuracy and robustness of this proposed algorithm. Therefore, this method may be convincing as the operational algorithm for airborne WIDAS observations here. However, in the future, more BRDF measurements should be collected from in situ measured broadband albedo to thoroughly validate the efficacy of such an archetype-based algorithm in albedo estimates. The airborne WIDAS observations taken during Hi-WATER campaign in 2011 with a network of flux towers that cover more land cover types provide such an opportunity.
Two additional methods [83] , [84] have been recently offered to address the disaggregation of the MODIS BRDF for retrieval of Landsat Albedo; however, these two methods are hardly used to address the airborne WIDAS albedo retrieval in this study. We also recognize that to further examine the BRDF shapes as prior knowledge for various applications, as well as the difference in relation to land covers and NDVI, definitely deserves more efforts in near future.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this study, we propose a method that incorporates the MODIS BRDF archetypes as prior information to overcome the insufficient angular sampling in surface albedo estimates from airborne WIDAS data. This proposed method largely relies on matching the observed multiangle reflectances with the precalculated BRDF archetypes from high-quality MODIS data to determine the generalized amplitude and shape of the actual surface BRDFs. Simulations with multisource angular data sets demonstrate the accuracy and robustness of this proposed algorithm at various viewing geometries being explored, especially for situations with inadequate directional signatures. Following this wide-ranging evaluation, this methodology was further used for the surface albedo estimates from small viewangle airborne WIDAS observations as an application case study acquired in the WATER campaign, Heihe River Basin, in the arid region of northwest China in 2008. A few in situ measured field albedos (all of them are crops) were available for ground validation with a high accuracy. Airborne/spaceborne sensors often cannot quasi-synchronously sample the viewing hemisphere as extensively as required to fully specify the surface anisotropy, and cloud cover and aerosol contamination can further reduce the availability of aircraft/spacecraft data. Therefore, this algorithm that uses BRDF archetypes as prior information may provide a meaningful solution for such cases, and indicate a role for AFX measures and BRDF archetypes in applications beyond mere assistance with classification [85] , [86] . Again, further research may be needed to use BRDF archetypes derived from MODIS data in the regional vicinity of the WIDAS data for Hi-WATER campaign in near future.
